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rug resistant Staphylococcus
infections with bacterial histidine kinase inhibitors†

Adeline Espinasse, ‡a Manibarsha Goswami,‡a Junshu Yang,b Onanong Vorasin,ac

Yinduo Ji *b and Erin E. Carlson *adef

The emergence of drug-resistant bacteria, such as methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA),

which are not susceptible to current antibiotics has necessitated the development of novel approaches

and targets to tackle this growing challenge. Bacterial two-component systems (TCSs) play a central role

in the adaptative response of bacteria to their ever-changing environment. They are linked to antibiotic

resistance and bacterial virulence making the proteins of the TCSs, histidine kinases and response

regulators, attractive for the development of novel antibacterial drugs. Here, we developed a suite of

maleimide-based compounds that we evaluated against a model histidine kinase, HK853, in vitro and in

silico. The most potent leads were then assessed for their ability to decrease the pathogenicity and

virulence of MRSA, resulting in the identification of a molecule that decreased the lesion size caused by

a methicillin-resistant S. aureus skin infection by 65% in a murine model.
Introduction

Staphylococcus aureus is one of the deadliest pathogens in the
world, and the rise in resistant strains of this organism has led
to many life-threatening medical conditions. This Gram-
positive coccus causes a range of maladies, from minor skin
infections to severe infections such as toxic shock syndrome or
endocarditis and is responsible for more deaths in the United
States than any other drug-resistant pathogen.1,2 Approximately
11.6 million outpatient and emergency room visits and 464 000
hospital admissions occur annually in the US due to staphylo-
coccus infections.3 As the use of antibiotics is rising and
multidrug-resistant strains in hospitals are emerging, the most
notable being methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA), treatment
of infections with traditional antibiotics is proving to be futile.
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At present, MRSA accounts for more than 60% of S. aureus
infections in hospitals (HA-MRSA) in the US and has increas-
ingly spread beyond healthcare facilities and emerged as
a community-associated pathogen (CA-MRSA).4–6 To ght
against MRSA and other deadly pathogens that are impervious
to existing antibiotics, discovery of alternative antibacterial
agents has become extremely crucial.7,8

Traditional antibiotics inherently lead to resistant mutant
development as they are intended to kill the bacteria, placing
a high level of evolutionary pressure on them to adapt and
survive. To combat resistant pathogens, an alternative approach
that has gained signicant attention in recent years is control-
ling their “virulence” or ability to spread infections instead of
directly killing them.9–11 Most bacteria have evolved complex
networks for virulence regulation relying on the two-component
systems (TCSs), enzymes central to the pathogenicity of many
organisms, including S. aureus.12–14 A prototypical TCS consists
of a sensor kinase, known as a histidine kinase (HK), and
a cognate partner called the response regulator (RR). The main
function of the TCSs is to sense various environmental stimuli,
including temperature, nutrients, pH changes, and even anti-
biotic exposure and to modulate cellular response and
virulence-associated gene expression. Upon receiving a given
signal, the membrane-bound HK undergoes autophosphor-
ylation on a catalytic histidine residue using ATP, and subse-
quent phosphoryl group transfer to the RR, which is oen
a transcription factor, leads to cellular response (Fig. 1).15,16

To identify inhibitors that will be broadly applicable to
a range of HKs in different bacteria, we targeted the highly-
conserved catalytic ATP-binding (CA) domain of these
proteins. Within this domain, HKs utilize a Bergerat fold to
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Inhibiting the TCS phosphorylation cascade by targeting the HK.
A stimulus is received by the extracellular domain of the HK causing
dimerization. First, ATP binds to the catalytic domain (CA). Next, the g-
phosphate group is transferred to the conserved histidine in the
dimerization and histidine phosphotransfer (DHp) domain. The phos-
phoryl group is ultimately transferred to a conserved aspartic acid on
the response regulator (RR), which binds to DNA initiating a cellular
response. In the presence of an inhibitor, the phosphorylation cascade
is blocked.
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bind their ATP substrate. While the Bergerat fold is not found in
eukaryotic kinases, we reasoned that some compounds that
have been developed to mimic ATP, such as mammalian-kinase
inhibitors, could provide useful starting points for the identi-
cation of HK-specic molecules. Almost all bacteria have TCSs
and most possess 20–100 distinct protein pairs per organism
with an average of 30.17,18 While some TCSs or HKs are essential
for growth and survival such as WalK in Gram-positive bacteria,
they are quintessential in virulence processes for both Gram-
positive and Gram-negative bacteria.13 The ubiquity of the
HKs and their importance in key pathogenesis and virulence
mechanisms suggests that a therapy targeting these enzymes
may have a widespread and profound effect.

The ability of S. aureus to resist antibiotics and to cause
infection is partially due to the coordinated regulation of gene
Fig. 2 The 387-molecule GSK library was tested for binding to HK853 us
containing compounds were potent binders, represented by the “hits”,
structures, we identified the lead scaffold, which was further elaborated

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
expression mediated by the TCSs. Staphylococcus, including
MRSA strains, have 17 TCSs including the quorum-sensing Agr,
the regulator of staphylococcal accessory exoproteins SaeRS,
autolysin-related locus ArlRS, oxygen-sensing and redox-
signaling AirSR (previously known as YhcS), and WalRK,
which is essential for growth (also named YycFG or VicRK).19,20

Previously, we have developed small molecule inhibitors that
can inactivate multiple HKs simultaneously and more recently,
we have shown that benzothiazole-based compounds are
effective at reducing the virulence of Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
another dangerous nosocomial pathogen.21–23 These molecules
dramatically reduced several virulence behaviors of P. aerugi-
nosa, such as swarming and the production of toxic metabolites.
Taking this together, we hypothesized that inhibitors that target
the virulence-associated HKs in S. aureus will be effective
alternative antibacterial agents against MRSA infections.
However, this previously identied scaffold had no activity
against MRSA necessitating the discovery of new chemical
matter (data not shown).
Results and discussion

The pharmaceutical industry has put enormous effort into tar-
geting of the eukaryotic kinases and a plethora of good candi-
dates and their pharmacological data remains underutilized.
Hence, companies like GlaxoSmithKIine (GSK) have made their
unsuccessful molecules freely available.24–26 We screened the
Published Kinase Inhibitor Set (PKIS), a collection of 367 small
molecule ATP-competitive kinase inhibitors,27 to determine if
these Ser/Thr/Tyr mammalian kinase binders can also interact
with the CA domain of bacterial HKs, despite substantial
differences in the amino acid residues and geometry. We
hypothesized that these molecules could act as starting points
from which we would improve HK potency and identify key
binding events for selective HK inhibition.

Previously, we reported a high-throughput uorescence
polarization assay to examine compound libraries, including
a mammalian kinase inhibitor set from Roche, to identify pan-
ing a fluorescence polarization assay. Out of these, several maleimide-
while some were poor binders, shown as “non-hits”. Based on these
into the PMI lead series.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5028–5037 | 5029
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HK inhibitors.21,22 Using this assay, we tested the GSK
compound library for competitive binding of HKs, specically
HK853, a model protein from the marine bacterium Thermotoga
maritima. This protein was used as it is drastically easier to
produce in large quantities and is substantially more stable
than other HK proteins.21,22 Of the 367 compounds, only a small
subset of molecules (12) displayed strong affinity for HK853
further demonstrating that bacterial and eukaryotic kinases
bind ATP through dramatically different interactions. Next, we
performed dose-response studies with these 12 hits to deter-
mine their binding affinities and to rule out false positives. We
found that 7 out of the 12 molecules possessed micromolar
affinity for HK853 (Fig. S1†) and surprisingly, all 7 of these
molecules contained the same core structure, a maleimide
functionalized with ring substituents on both ends of the
alkene (Fig. 2). Despite the presence of a maleimide, we do not
Scheme 1 Synthesis of PMI derivatives. (A) Synthetic scheme for indolin
sponding acetamides by condensation with diethyl oxalate and subsequ
Synthesis of the aniline series by nucleophilic substitution with the desir

5030 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5028–5037
anticipate that these molecules are covalent inhibitors as there
are no cysteine residues in or near the active site. The mal-
eimide “hits” all possess a phenyl substituent and either a N-
methylanilino or indolinyl group on the other side. We also
identied related compounds that failed to bind to HK853 (non-
hits; Fig. 2 and S1†). These maleimide-based molecules are not
PAN-kinase inhibitors but instead only interact with one kinase,
Glycogen Synthase Kinase-3 (GSK-3),24–26 which is implicated in
neurogenerative diseases and type-2 diabetes.28 This observa-
tion was very promising as it implies that there is a high
probability of optimizing the selectivity of our leads for bacterial
versus mammalian kinases. Compounds containing anilino-,
indolo-, phenol-type substituents are potent inhibitors of GSK-
3, while N-methylanilino and indolinyl-containing molecules
are weak binders or gave inconclusive results for GSK-3 inhi-
bition.24,26 Taking this structure activity relationship (SAR)
e series. Maleimides were synthesized in three steps from the corre-
ent chlorination and nucleophilic substitution with desired indoline. (B)
ed anilines.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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information into account, we pursued maleimide-containing
structures with indolinyl- or N-methylanilino- and phenyl-
substituents (Scheme 1, PMI-series), as these are strong HK
binders and showedminimal to no activity towardsmammalian
kinases.

To further study this compound class, we devised a 3-step
modular synthetic route by which maleimide derivatives
(Scheme 1, PMI-1–20) could be easily generated from cheap
starting materials. By condensation of various phenyl-
acetamides with diethyl oxalate, the core maleimide-alcohol
was synthesized, which was further converted to the chloro-
derivatives using oxalyl chloride or thionyl chloride (pyridinyl
ring). PMI-Cl derivatives were then reacted with various indo-
lines or N-methyl anilines to yield the desired maleimide-
containing products. Preliminary degradation studies of PMI-
5 in human and mouse liver microsomes demonstrated that
this molecule was quickly metabolized in both systems (half-life
of 18.2 and <2.3 min, respectively; full data in ESI†).
Fig. 3 Docking and 2D-diagram interactions of lead PMI compounds in
residues known to interact with ATP are shown as sticks in green/red/blue
in magenta/blue/red. Magenta corresponds to carbon, blue to nitrogen,
diagrams. Figures generated with Schrödinger Maestro.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
To potentially prevent fast metabolism by cytochrome P450
enzymes at the para-position of the phenyl, we designed
analogues bearing substituents (hydroxy, chlorine or uorine
atom) at this position (indoline: PMI-6, 7, 10, 15, 20; N-methyl
aniline: PMI-16, 17, 19). Additionally, we replaced the phenyl
group with a 4-pyridinyl group to block this metabolism site
(PMI-13). These substituents were also designed to enhance
membrane permeation and to potentially mediate additional
non-covalent interactions with the protein.29,30

We tested the ability of these lead molecules to inhibit HK
autophosphorylation, and thereby their ability to arrest bacte-
rial signaling events, using an activity-based assay that was
previously developed by our research group (Table S1†).31 This
assay uses a uorophore labeled ATP-based probe to enable
rapid read-out of the ability of a molecule to prevent auto-
phosphorylation and thus, uorescent labeling of the HK. We
examined two HKs, our model protein HK853 and AirS
(formerly YhcS) from S. aureus, which is important for its
survival32,33 and involved in oxygen and redox sensing,34 nitrate
the ATP-binding pocket of HK853. (A) PMI-3 and (B) PMI-5. The critical
(D411, N380, Y384, K383, and R430) and the maleimide structures are
and red to oxygen. The legend in the figure is associated with the 2D

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5028–5037 | 5031
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metabolism,35 and virulence.34,36 Results were consistent with
the uorescence polarization binding assay (Table S1†) in that
all of the compounds that were decorated with phenyl and
indoline substituents strongly inhibited HK853 activity in the
low-mid micromolar range (Fig. S2†). The N-methyl anilino
analogues had poor potency against HK853 (Fig. S2†). Overall,
the maleimide derivatives were not as potent against AirS with
either IC50 values in the low-mid micromolar range or showing
no inhibition (Table S1 and Fig. S3†). The analogues containing
a combination of phenyl/indolinyl groups (PMI-1, PMI-5),
uorophenyl/indolinyl groups (PMI-15, PMI-20) or phenyl/N-
methylanilino groups with an electron-donating moiety (PMI-
12) were the most promising for AirS inhibition. Nevertheless,
we observed a correlation between the most potent lead
compounds for both HK853 and AirS.

Given the activity of these molecules in our CA-domain tar-
geted assays, it is likely that the active molecules interact with
the ATP-binding domains of HK853 and AirS. To evaluate the
potential role of the ring structures in crucial binding interac-
tions, we tested synthetic intermediate PMI-9 for HK inhibition,
which showed weak activity (Table S1†) indicating the impor-
tance of the indoline ring or another large aromatic substituent.
However, we noted that substituents on the phenyl or indolinyl
rings did not enhance the activity of the molecules (e.g., PMI-1
vs. PMI-2–8). Similarly, the presence of a pyrimidyl moiety (PMI-
13), a hydrogen bonding acceptor, resulted in worse inhibition.
For the N-methylaniline series, we observed that the presence of
an electron-donating group on the para-position of the aniline
promoted potency (PMI-11 vs. PMI-12), whereas a chlorine atom
Table 1 Effects of PMI compounds on red blood cell hemolysis, mamm

Molecule
% Hemolytic
activity (molecule alone)

% A549 cell
viability (molecule alone)

PMI-1 3.37 >99
PMI-2 1.53 2.6
PMI-3 0.79 >99
PMI-4 8.59 2.6
PMI-5 2.42 >99
PMI-6 9.20 >99
PMI-7 12.5 >99
PMI-8 9.84 >99
PMI-9 8.16 30.2
PMI-10 9.76 >99
PMI-11 0 >99
PMI-12 0 >99
PMI-13 0 >99
PMI-14 0 >99
PMI-15 14.1 ND
PMI-16 34.9 ND
PMI-17 11.5 ND
PMI-18 11.6 ND
PMI-19 21.6 ND
PMI-20 11.6 ND

a Hemolytic activity of the PMI compounds evaluated at 500 mM in she
compounds (250 mM). Hemolysis activity of S. aureus evaluated in WC
supernatants used for cytotoxicity assays in sheep red blood cells. DMSO
% Hemolysis = [(A450 test sample − A450 negative control)/(A450 po
obtained from three independent experiments. ND: not determined.

5032 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5028–5037
decreased activity (PMI-11 vs. PMI-14) and a uorine atom
yielded an inactive molecule (PMI-11 vs. PMI-18). Next, we
investigated the impact of a uorine atom on the para-position
of the phenyl moiety. Decreased potency was observed with the
N-methyl aniline series (PMI-11 vs. PMI-19; PMI-12 vs. PMI-16)
whereas with substituents on the indolinyl group, a similar or
enhanced activity was seen (PMI-3 vs. PMI-20; PMI-5 vs. PMI-15).
The presence of a chlorine atom on the phenyl or indolinyl rings
drastically decreased AirS inhibition (PMI-1 vs. PMI-2 and PMI-
6), while potency for HK853 was similar. Interestingly, PMI-9
was the only analogue to show superior potency against AirS
compared to HK853. Finally, we investigated how uorine
atomsmodulated compound activity when they were present on
one or both aromatic rings. Addition of uorine to the phenyl
ring recovered activity for HK853 (PMI-17 vs. PMI-18) and its
removal from the anilino ring further improved this result (PMI-
19 vs. PMI-17). Overall, the presence of any uorine atom
resulted in complete lack of inhibition for AirS (PMI-16, 17, 18,
19) in the N-methylaniline series. Taken together, these results
demonstrated that HK853 and AirS have substantially different
ligand binding preferences but also that the indoline analogues
represent one of the most potent classes of bacterial HK
inhibitors known. While a structure of AirS is not available,
differences can be noted in a predicted structure (AlphaFold)
such as a tyrosine that is likely important for compound
binding in HK853 (Tyr 384; see docking results below) instead
being a histidine residue in AirS (His296).

Using a native gel-based assay, we conrmed that PMI-3, 5,
11, 12, 15, 18 and 20 do not cause aggregation of HK853, which
alian cell viability, and hemolysis activity of S. aureusa

% Decrease in hemolysis by
S. aureus WCUH29

% Decrease in hemolysis by
S. aureus CA-MRSA 923

66.1 72.3
86.9 91.6
74.2 12.7
Bactericidal Bactericidal
69.5 85.6
86.5 85.0
0 0
0 0
0 4.34
0 0
72.0 0
51.2 0
41.9 0.85
0 0
95.4 0
94.8 0
43.3 4.16
7.36 4.27
60.2 4.06
32.5 1.54

ep red blood cells. Cell viability evaluated with A549 cells exposed to
UH29 and CA-MRSA 923 pre-exposed to inhibitors (50 mM) and the
-treated WCUH29 was positive control, PBS-only was negative control.
sitive control − A450 negative control)] × 100. Values of lysed cells

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 HK inhibitor effects in cell models. (A) S. aureus hemolytic
activity. S. aureusWCUH29 was pre-exposed to inhibitors (50 mM) and
the supernatants from stationary cultures were used for cytotoxicity
assays in sheep red blood cells. Untreated WCUH29 is positive control,
PBS-only is negative control. % Hemolysis = [(A450 test sample −
A450 negative control)/(A450 positive control − A450 negative
control)] × 100. Values of lysed cells were obtained from three inde-
pendent experiments. (B) Effect of HK inhibitors on cell viability. A549
cells were exposed to a PMI inhibitor (500 mM; note that values in
Tables 1 and S4† are for 250 mM treatment) for 24 h at 37 °C in 5% CO2

and the viability of cells was measured using the Cell-Glo kit.44 Values
of percent survival are average from three independent experiments.
(C) Effect of PMI-5 on WCUH29 invasion of the human lung epithelial
A549 cells. Staphylococcal WCUH29 cells grown to exponential phase
were added into monolayers of A549 cells in the presence or absence
of PMI-5 (50 mM). After 2 h of incubation, the extracellular bacteria
were killed with lysostaphin and gentamycin. The internalized bacteria
were released by lysis of A549 cells and cultured for CFU counting by
plating of the cell lysates onto TSA plates. Results statistically analysed
using the T-test (n= 6). Experiment performed at least three times. **P
< 0.01, ***P < 0.001. Error bars represent the STDEV.
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would indicate that their activity resulted from protein aggre-
gation instead of specic molecule–protein interactions
(Fig. S4†). These molecules were selected for evaluation based
on preliminary inhibition and biological results indicating their
promise in cell-based assays (see below).

Next, we utilized molecular docking to further our under-
standing of the ligand–receptor interactions within HK853
(PDB-3DGE; PMI-3, 5, 11, 12, 15, 20). We found that the lead
compounds interacted with the ATP-binding pocket through p–

p interactions with Tyr384 of the N-box, a conserved motif in
the ATP-binding pocket (Fig. 3 and S5†). PMI-3 and PMI-20
formed hydrogen bonds with Asn380 of the N-box through the
oxygen atom of the methoxy group. We also noted that the
molecules bound within the glycine-rich exible loops, espe-
cially the G1- and G2-boxes.22 All of the studied molecules were
docked with the maleimide moiety oriented towards the highly
conserved residue, Asp411, which is critical for ATP binding
through interactions with the exocyclic amine of adenine. Even
so, no interactions with this residue were observed (Fig. 3 and
S5†). Asp411 is also required for the interactions of several HK
inhibitors such as guanine-based compounds and benzothia-
zole derivatives with the HK active site.21,22 PMI-18, which did
not inhibit HK853 activity, displayed similar interactions to the
lead molecules but had the lowest docking score, which is
consistent with its lack of potency (Table S2†). Interestingly,
PMI-11 was oriented in the opposite direction compared to
compounds with similar structures such as PMI-12 (Fig. S5†).

To further evaluate the differences in potency and identify
the molecular features important for activity, we performed an
AutoQSAR using the entire set of compounds (Table S3†).37

AutoQSAR is an automated machine-learning application used
to develop quantitative SAR models based on experimental
results.37 The model was built using the molecular structures
and their corresponding −log(IC50)HK853 values to establish
correlation between these two parameters followed by analysis
and visualization in Canvas,38 which enabled us to assess the
importance of each atom in protein binding. We found that the
phenyl, maleimido, and indolinyl moieties were important for
activity whereas N-methylation of the aniline decreased
potency. The presence of electron-withdrawing atoms (uorine,
chlorine) on the aromatic groups, methyl groups on the indo-
line, and O-methylation of a phenol also negatively affected
activity.

Finally, we used an ADP-glo™ assay to evaluate our lead
compounds for activity against GSK-3b, one of the isoforms of
GSK-3 which is the known target of the original hits from the
GSK library. We found that lead compounds PMI-3, 5, 11, 12, 15
and 20 were at least 100 times less potent than the positive
control staurosporine. However, they inhibit GSK-3b with
similar efficacy to the activity observed in HK853 suggesting
that future work will be required to achieve selectivity (Fig. S6†).
The N-aniline analogues were less active than the indoline
compounds, in line with previously published results.26 These
results, combined with initial metabolism data, indicate that
these compounds would likely be most promising in a skin
infection model, which largely avoids issues of selectivity and
metabolism (see below).
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
To determine whether these HK inhibitors are able to
impede virulence in S. aureus, we examined their effect on the
hemolytic activity of MRSA culture supernatant on sheep red
blood cells.39 Our studies showed that some inhibitors, PMI-1,
2, 3, 5, and 6 (50 mM), signicantly reduced staphylococcal
hemolytic activity in both HA-MRSA WCUH29 (ref. 40) and
USA300 CA-MRSA 923 (Table 1 and Fig. 4A).41 PMI-4 was
bactericidal at 50 mM making it a poor candidate for the
development of an anti-virulence agent. We also found that
PMI-1, 2, 3, or 5 alone had only limited hemolytic activity at 500
mM (Table 1). Some analogs, including PMI-7, 8, 9, 10, and 14
(50 mM), had no inuence on the hemolytic activity of either
staphylococcal strain (Table 1). Interestingly, PMI-11, 12, and 13
selectively inhibited the hemolytic activity of WCUH29 (Table
1). This is likely due to the differential expression of hemolysins
between the HA-MRSA WCUH29 and USA300 CA-MRSA 923
strains.42,43 Together, these results indicate that PMI-1, 2, 3, and
5 are the most promising lead compounds against
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5028–5037 | 5033



Fig. 5 PMI-5 affects virulence of S. aureus. (A and B) Effect of PMI-5
on lesion formation caused by WCUH29 and (C) Bacterial burden in
infected skin. NC: non-infected/non-treatment control; WCUH29:
WCUH29-infected group with vehicle control treatment; WCUH29/
PMI-5: WCUH29-infected group with PMI-5 treatment. **Indicates P
< 0.01. Error bars represent STDEV.
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staphylococcal virulence. To further validate these potential
lead compounds, we conducted cytotoxicity assays using the
human lung epithelial A549 cells.44 PMI-1, 2, 4, and 6 led to
Fig. 6 Effect of PMI-5 on the transcription of agr (A), saeRS (B), airSR (C
W29/pcy206 are WCUH29 carrying the agr, saeRS, airSR walKR, promo
control (data not shown). OD600nm and bioluminescence readings were
units (RLU), Lum reading/OD600nm reading. Data represent one of three

5034 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5028–5037
signicant cell death at 250 mM, whereas PMI-3 and 5 (500 mM)
had no cytotoxic effect on A549 cells (Fig. 4B), indicating the
selectivity of these analogs against bacterial hemolytic factors.

The capacity of S. aureus to cause various infections is attrib-
utable to its ability to adhere to and invade host cells. To elucidate
whether the lead compounds affect bacterial invasion of host
cells, we determined the impact of PMI-5 on invasion using the
human lung epithelial A549 cells.45 We prioritized PMI-5 over
PMI-3 given its superior activity in strain USA300 CA-MRSA 923.
Remarkably, addition of PMI-5 (50 mM) decreased the staphylo-
coccal invasion of A549 cells by 25% (Fig. 4C). Finally, to deter-
mine whether a lead compound could be effective in vivo during
bacterial infection, we tested the effect of PMI-5 on the patho-
genicity ofWCUH29 in amousemodel of S. aureus skin infection.
The bacterial cells (∼108 CFU) of exponential phase were used to
subcutaneously infect mice in the presence of PMI-5 or vehicle
control. Lesions appeared in the control group (n = 6) aer three
days of infection (Fig. 5A and B). However, the lesion size was
signicantly reduced, by 65%, in the PMI-5 treatment group (n =

7). Additionally, PMI-5 treatment slightly decreased (10%) the
bacterial burden in the infected skin compared to the vehicle
control (Fig. 5C). These data indicate that PMI-5 likely diminishes
bacterial virulence in vivo during infection given that the damage
caused to the host following treatment was dramatically
decreased. A data summary table for PMI-1, 2, 3 and 5 is provided
as ESI (Table S4†).
), and walKR (D) genes. W29/pcy1006, W29/pcy306, W29/pcy106, and
ter-lux, respectively. The promoterless vector was used as a negative
measured every 30 min. Light intensity values are given as relative light
independent experiments.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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To elucidate the mode of action of the lead compound PMI-5
against staphylococcal pathogenicity, we explored the impact of
this molecule on the expression of several S. aureus TCSs.
Phosphorylation of RRs can cause positive regulation of their
own transcription, as well as of their corresponding HK gener-
ating a feedback loop. Therefore, inhibition of HKs and,
consequently, of the phosphorylation cascade can decrease the
transcription of TCSs. The discovered molecules are expected to
inhibit several or perhaps many HKs given their ability to
interact with a shared domain. In order to determine which
TCSs are affected by these novel HK inhibitors in S. aureus, we
conducted preliminary studies to examine their impact on the
transcription of several key TCSs in S. aureus using a promoter-
lux report system.32,36 These investigations demonstrated that
PMI-5 dramatically inhibited the transcription of agr (Fig. 6A),
saeRS (Fig. 6B), airSR (yhcSR) (Fig. 6C), and walRK (Fig. 6D) in
a dose-dependent manner, and had no obvious effect on
bacterial growth (data not shown). PMI-3 exhibited a similar
effect on the transcription of these genes (Fig. S7†). Combined
with the fact that PMI-5 eliminated the hemolytic activity of
MRSA, profoundly affected the staphylococcal capacity for
invasion of A549 cells and attenuated the pathogenicity of
MRSA in a murine skin infection, these data indicate that PMI-5
interferes with bacterial virulence. A key feature of the efficacy
of this molecule may be its ability to inhibit various HKs that
play important roles in MRSA pathogenicity, compared with
known HK inhibitors.46 Interestingly, although PMI-5 causes
downregulation of walRK transcription, an essential TCS for
growth, no impact on growth was observed. This apparent
contradiction will be explored in future studies.

Conclusions

Taken together, the results presented here demonstrate that
inhibition of TCS signaling by targeting the HK CA domain is
a viable strategy to decrease bacterial virulence. Moreover, we
have identied a novel class of compounds that decrease MRSA
pathogenicity. Further studies will be pursued to evaluate these
molecules in other Gram-positive bacteria. Current antibiotics
promote cell death and, consequently, pressure pathogens to
develop resistance mechanisms. Given that our compounds do
not kill bacteria but are instead anti-virulence agents, we
anticipate that this evolutionary pressure may be considerably
decreased. We envision using these anti-virulence compounds
as adjuvants with currently utilized antibiotics or as a stand-
alone therapy, augmenting the immune system response to
ght bacterial infectivity.
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